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（一） 計畫中文摘要 
關鍵字：演算法、生物序列分析、序列排比、基因組分析 
 
同源序列有時候幾個區域局部相似；而又有幾個區域不相似。因此，如果不同的區域遠

比相似區域長的話，同源序列的整體相似度可能會很低。 
在這個計畫裡，我們提出了一個新的擴充化的排比演算法，它將可用來比較相似度間間

斷斷的序列，整理出一個由相異區域隔開的相似區域串列。我們所發展出的動態規劃演算

法將只需要與兩個序列長度乘積成正比的時間，以及與兩個序列長度總和成正比的空間。 
在第一年裡，我們設計了新排比分數計算的遞迴關係式，並且發展快速有效的方法來實

際算出最佳排比，我們並不會儲存所有的矩陣資料，因為這將耗費太多的計算空間，而是

藉由有效的回朔方式來達成省空間的需求。所有的方法我們都用 C語言寫成一個整合式的
軟體工具，它可以找低相似度的同源序列。 
 
（二）計畫英文摘要 

Keywords: Algorithms, biomolecular sequence analysis, sequence alignment, comparative 
genomics. 

 
Homologous sequences are sometimes similar over some regions but different over other 

regions. Homologous sequences have a much lower global similarity if the different regions are 
much longer than the similar regions. 

In this project, we propose a generalized global alignment algorithm for comparing sequences 
with intermittent similarities, an ordered list of similar regions separated by different regions. A 
dynamic programming algorithm will be designed to compute an optimal general alignment in 
time proportional to the product of sequence lengths and in space proportional to the sum of 
sequence lengths. 

In the first year, we have formulated the recurrences for generalized global alignments, and 
developed efficient algorithm for computing them. All the algorithms are implemented in C as an 
integrated software tool. This tool extends the ability of standard global alignment programs to 
recognize homologous sequences of lower similarity. 

 

報告內容 

 
Global alignment algorithms are intended for comparing two sequences that are entirely 

similar (Needleman and Wunsch, 1970; Sellers, 1974; Wagner and Fisher, 1974; Waterman et al., 

1976; Gotoh, 1982; Myers and Miller, 1988). Local alignment algorithms are intended for 

comparing sequences that contain locally similar regions (Smith and Waterman, 1981; Gotoh, 

1982; Waterman and Eggert, 1987; Pearson and Lipman, 1988; Altschul et al., 1990; Huang and 

Miller, 1991; Burkhardt et al., 1999; Kurtz and Schleiermacher, 1999; Ma et al., 2002). Those 

methods are very useful in analysis of DNA and protein sequences. In this project, we generalize 

the global alignment algorithms to compare sequences with intermittent similarities. 

Homologous sequences are sometimes similar over some regions but different over other 

regions. For example, homologous genomic DNA sequences from related organisms such as 



human and mouse are usually similar over exon regions but different over intron regions. 

Homologous protein sequences are sometimes similar over some conserved domains but different 

over variable regions. If different regions are much longer than similar regions, homologous 

sequences are not similar over their entire lengths. We plan to develop a generalized global 

alignment model to address sequences with intermittent similarities and design a dynamic 

programming algorithm for computing an optimal general alignment of two sequences. The 

algorithm runs in time proportional to the product of sequence lengths and in space proportional 

to the sum of sequence lengths.  

A number of fast comparison programs have been developed specially for comparing 

homologous and syntenic genomic DNA sequences (Delcher et al., 1999; Jareborg et al., 1999; 

Batzoglou et al., 2000; Schwartz et al., 2000) Our program is more sensitive than the fast 

comparison programs because it searches the entire solution space and produces an optimal 

solution. The improved sensitivity of optimal alignment algorithms over fast comparison 

algorithms is confirmed by Pearson (1995) in a comprehensive study. Thus, it is suitable for 

comparing short sequences such as protein sequences.  

Let A = a1 a2 ... am and B = b1 b2 ... bn be two sequences of lengths m and n. A generalized 

global alignment (or general alignment) of A and B consists of substitutions, gaps, and difference 

blocks. A substitution associates a residue of A with a residue of B. A gap consists of only 

residues from one sequence with each residue associated with the symbol '-'. A difference block 

consists of residues from one or two sequences with each residue associated with the symbol '+'. 

Let σ(a, b) be the score of a substitution involving residues a and b. The score of a gap of 

length k is -(q + k x r), where nonnegative numbers q and r are gap-open and gap-extension 

penalties, respectively. The score of a difference block is -d, where nonnegative number d is a 

constant penalty for each difference block. The score of a general alignment is the sum of scores 

of each substitution, each gap, and each difference block in the alignment. An optimal general 

alignment is one with the maximum score. 

An algorithm for computing an optimal general alignment of A and B is developed using 

dynamic programming. Define S(i, j) to be the maximum score of general alignments ending at 

positions I and j of A and B. Then S(m, n) is the score of an optimal general alignment of A and B. 

To compute the matrix S efficiently, three additional matrices are introduced. Define H(i, j) to be 

the maximum score of general alignments ending with a difference block at positions i and j of A 

and B. Similarly, define D(i, j) for general alignments that end with a deletion gap and I(i, j) for 

general alignments that end with an insertion gap. In the first year, we have formulated the 

recurrences for generalized global alignments, and developed efficient algorithm for computing 

them. 



 
 

Consider a largest-scoring alignment P(i, j) ending with a difference block at positions i and j 

of A and B. The score of the alignment is H(i, j). Note that either residue i of A or residue j of B is 

part of the difference block. Assume that residue i is part of the difference block. Let P(i-1, j) 

denote the entire portion of P(i, j) before residue i. If the difference block consists only of residue 

i, then the alignment P(i-1, j) ends with a substitution or gap and its score has to be S(i-1, j). Thus, 

the score of the alignment P(i, j) is equal to the score of the alignment P(i-1, j) minus the penalty 

for the difference block, that is, H(i, j) = S(i-1, j) - d. If the difference block consists of residue i 

and other residues, then the alignment P(i-1, j) also ends with a difference block and its score has 

to be H(i-1, j). Thus, the score of the alignment P(i, j) is equal to the score of the alignment P(i-1, 

j), that is, H(i, j) = H(i-1, j) because the penalty for the difference block is already included in 

H(i-1, j). Similarly, if residue j is part of the difference block, we can show that either H(i, j) = S(i, 

j-1) - d or H(i, j) = H(i, j-1).  
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